NEW

6190
Aquashark Sea Wolf
Armed with flippers, knives, harpoons and magnets, the Sea Wolf can leave the base as a submarine and carry the scooter in its mouth. From 8 years.

6155
Aquashark Barracuda
A super sleek sub with magnetic grab arm to catch the crystals. From 7 years.

6115
Aquashark Dart
From 5 years.

6135
Aquashark Sneaker
From 6 years.

NEW

1749
Aquanaute Paravane
From 5 years.

6104
Aquanautes & Aquasharks
From 5 years.

NEW

6145
Aquanaute Turbo Amphib
Can swim, walk, grab or attack. From 7 years.

6125
Aquanaute Octopod
From 5 years.

6195
Aquanaute Dome
The Aquanaute operation base where the crystals are collected, but beware of the Octopus! From 9 years.

New products available from April 1996.
New product available from September 1996.

"GUARD THIS TREASURE WITH YOUR LIFE"

"JUST A BIT FURTHER AND SOON THE TREASURE WILL BE MINE!"

"HOW EASY, HE'S FALLEN ASLEEP!"

"BY THE TIME THE ALARM IS RAISED, I'LL BE LONG GONE!"

"IT WOULDN'T LEAVE MY SIGHT SHI"

The King's Guard. From 7 years.

Saxondale Castle. The King's heavily defended fortress with trapdoors and secrets everywhere. From 8 years.

Dark Tower. Beware the secret of the bridge! From 8 years.

The Gatekeeper. From 6 years.

King Richard the Lion Heart. From 5 years.

Crossbow Raft. From 7 years.

Castle
From 5 years

Royal Knights

LEGO SYSTEM

6105 Castle Reinforcements
with Wolf Person, Black Knight and two Dragon Knights. From 5 years.
"HELP! THE TREASURE'S BEEN STOLEN!"
PIRATES
From 5 years

6279 Skull Harbour, Captain Roger’s secret treasure hideout. From 8 years.

6289 The Marauder
with working sails, the ship is full of surprises and traps for the soldiers and for you. From 8 years.

6254 Skeleton Island with secret hiding places for the treasure and the skeleton. From 7 years.

6296 Shipwreck Island
Facing defeat the pirates still have their weapons, the treasure and a skeleton in their net. From 7 years.

6248 Volcano Island
From 7 years.

6232 Brigand’s Lair
From 5 years.

NEW
Poster inserted

1747 Tidy Treasure.
From 5 years.

LEGO SYSTEM
"I WANT THE MARAUDER BLOWN TO PIECES!"

"JUST TRY! OUR SPY THREW ALL YOUR CANNON BALLS OVERBOARD.... HA HA!"

New products available from May 1996.
WESTERN

6769
Fort Apache.
The home of the seventh cavalry. A real fort with a number of figures and horses prepared to tackle any trouble in the Wild West. From 8 years.

6768
Supply Waggon and Field Gun.
A cavalry man with waggon and horse. From 6 years.

6755
Sheriff Duke.
Sheriff Duke fights tough to protect his jail and his prisoner. Includes a number of figures and a horse. From 7 years.

6761
Digger’s Gold mine.
The gold diggers protect their gold from visiting cavalry. From 7 years.

6716
Silver City.
Silver City, Silver City, where the stagecoach comes to a stop outside the city bank and general store. Life is tough in Silver City. From 8 years.

6712
Rustler’s Retreat.
From 5 years.

In Silver City, people are going about their business peacefully—until...

The Coyote Gang arrives.

This is a stick up!

A gunfight takes place and they try to escape, but...

...Fort Redo Prison

Sheriff Duke throws the bandit into...

We have to get him out!

BANG!
The LEGO TIME CRUISER sets will give you the chance to travel through time...anytime! Imagine navigating your vehicle through the depths of time, visiting places past and present to complete top secret missions!

Careful though, as you never know who or what you'll meet! Most importantly, remember how to get back home, or you could be trapped in time for ever!

Important information for time cruising

- Spin the wheel, close your eyes, imagine a place, and let Time Cruiser do the rest.
- Time travel tools are also essential when time cruising!

Helmets are great pieces of equipment for travelling in different time zones!

The Labo is base for Tim and Dr. Cyber. After time travelling, there is nowhere better to come home to.

New products available from August.
6491 Time Cruiser Scooty 2025.
Complete with propellers.
Suitable for short time travel trips. From 6 years.

6493 Time Cruiser Flybo 2025.
A flying, sailing, wheeled object.
Ideal for those longer time travel journeys. From 8 years.

6494 Time Cruiser Labo 2025.
The home and laboratory of Tim and Dr. Cyber with 3 flying objects, galaxy watches and all manner of time travel equipment. From 9 years.
**TOWN**

From 5 years

**NEW**

**6335**
F1 Road Transport
with three Formula 1 racing cars. The Octan transport trailer is loaded with tools and spare parts. From 7 years.

**6337**
F1 Pit Stop
Hear the roar of the crowd, smell the oil and get ready for the action as the excitement builds.

**6484**
F1 Pit Crew.
A car recovery vehicle with all the tools to keep the F1 team in the race. From 8 years.

**6561**
Octan Service Station.
Services your vehicles and keeps you on the road. From 7 years.

**6562**
Hot Rod Club
excited mechanics customise their own special cars for the big competition. From 7 years.

**6537**
Hot Rod.
A fast, red customised car. From 6 years.

**6538**
Black Racer
does not float. From 5 years.

**6546**
F1 Racer
From 6 years.

**6596**
Powerboat Transporter.
From 6 years.

**6639**
Dragster.
From 7 years.

---

**IT'S LATE IN THE EVENING... AND THE DRIVER OF THE LEGOTOYTRUCK IS HUNGRY...**

**BUT... THE TRUCK IS PARKED ON A SLANTED ROAD AND THE BRAKES ARE DEFECTIVE...**

**ALARM!!!**

There's a runaway truck loose!

**DISASTER STRIKES!**

It'll crash everything!!

Run for your lives!

**NEW**

**1760**
Mini Kart

New products available from January.
6545 Police Response Unit
Ready for action in the air, on land and water. From 7 years.

6338 Coast Guard HQ.
The base for the Coast Guard’s rescue missions with their helicopter and patrol boat. From 7 years.

6598 Police Headquarters and Prison
In the Police Headquarters you will find all the latest equipment to combat crime. From 8 years.

6340 Fire Engine
races to fight fires even in the tallest buildings of LEGO Town. From 7 years.

6348 Mobile Command Centre rapidly arrives on the scene with the latest technology for any emergency. From 7 years.

6625 City Police Controls the traffic in your town. From 5 years.

6571 Central Fire Station
has everything to tackle even the worst fires; a helicopter, a fire chief’s car and a fire engine. From 8 years.

6525 Fire Chief.
From 5 years.

6666 Ambulance always ready to respond to medical emergencies. From 6 years.

New products available from January.
**Airport**

6597 City Airport  
busy with travellers bound for the international flights or the city’s helicopter service. From 8 years.

- **NEW** 631 'Flying Eagle' Jet Service  
  with room for cargo. From 7 years.

- 6515 Octan Scout  
exploration helicopter. From 6 years.

- **NEW** 6615 The 'Red Eagle'  
  From 7 years.

- 6341 Octan Survey Team  
  refuels and takes off to continue exploring. From 6 years.

**Spaceport**

6339 Shuttle Launch Pad.  
The heart of the Space Port launches the shuttle with its special staged booster rockets. From 8 years.

- 6614 Space Port Fire Truck.  
  Just in case something goes wrong during the blast off! From 7 years.

- 6516 Moon Buggy.  
  From 5 years.

- 6544 Shuttle Transporter.  
  Jet plane piggy backs the shuttle to the launch pad after a safe landing. From 7 years.

**Leisure**

6563 The Gold Gang  
with equipment for fast transportation - just in case. From 7 years.

- 6350 Mama’s Pizzeria  
  making the biggest and best pizzas in Town. From 6 years.

- 6665 Rapids Explorer  
  Its pontoons allow it to survive the roughest and toughest rivers. From 6 years.

**Harbour**

6334 Jet Ski Race  
Drive the judge’s boat down to the beach. Sign in with the official and you are ready for the big race. From 6 years.

- **NEW** 6336 Space Port Surveillance Team.  
  Equipped with high-tech radar and a search helicopter with on-board camera. From 7 years.

- **NEW** 6517 Jet Skier  
  From 6 years.
The LEGO SYSTEM trains, tracks and carriages give you the chance to build different train networks every day! The system uses a transformer instead of a battery, so it just keeps on going! The electric current is conducted through the wheels of the trains, so all you have to do is worry about what will be your destination for the day! It's simple, safe and reliable - "Excellent Dudes!"
High Speed Train Starter Set
Includes plug-in transformer, speed regulator and connector cord.
A great introduction to our 9 volt train range. From 7 years.

"TIME TO GO. SEE YOU LATER..."
"ALLIGATOR"
"IN A WHILE CROCODILE!!"

New products available from September.
**NEW**

**4532** Level Crossing with control tower, platform and gates. From 7 years.

**4531** Manual Points with Track. From 7 years.

**4520** Curved rails (EIGHT). From 7 years.

**4515** Straight rails (EIGHT). From 7 years.

---

**SHIPS**

*From 6 years*

**NEW**

**4002** Power Boat. Floats on water. From 5 years.

**4022** Coast Guard. Floats on water with 2-seat cockpit. From 7 years.

**4012** Police Harbour Patrol. Floats on water, with video camera for speed patrolling. From 6 years.

---

New products available from April.
SPACE
From 5 years

"ENGAGING HYPER TRANSFORMATION MODE CAPTAIN. ALL SYSTEMS GO!"

Many of the new space models now come complete with a special decoder! They are equipped with blue and red filter reading units, which by moving them over a metal sticker decodes the pattern underneath.

LEGO SYSTEM
NEW

6982
Explorien 'Saturn 3'
Always at the ready to journey into the unknown. With many exciting features. From 8 years.

6815
Explorien 'Quick Fire'
From 3 years.

6854
Explorien 'Highland Chieftain'
From 6 years.

6856
Explorien 'Crusader'
From 6 years.

6899
Explorien 'Lab Tech' with removable top, holographic communication screen, magnetic arm and red/blue detector filters. From 7 years.

6958
Explorien 'Orbiter'
Here the scientist checks all signs of life or material that is brought back by the explorers. The final scan is made through the red/blue detector filters. From 8 years.

6938
Explorien 'Mercury I'
The vehicle has magnets and red/blue detector filters. The trailer has telescope and transmitter. From 7 years.

New products available from March.
NEW EXPLORIENS

6982 Exploriens 'Saturn 3'
Always at the ready to journey into the unknown. With many exciting features. From 8 years.

NEW

6815 Exploriens Quick Fire
From 5 years.

NEW

6899 Exploriens 'Lab Tech'
With removable top, holographic communication screen, magnetic arm and red/blue detector filters. From 7 years.

NEW

6854 Exploriens 'Highland Chieftain'
From 6 years.

NEW

6858 Exploriens Orbiter
Here the scientist checks all signs of life or material that is brought back by the explorers. The final scan is made through the red/blue detector filters. From 8 years.

NEW

6956 Exploriens 'Crusader'
From 6 years.

NEW

6938 Exploriens 'Mercury I' The vehicle has magnets and red/blue detector filters. The trailer has telescope and transmitter. From 7 years.

New products available from March.
6705 Commander Bear and the Spyrians. From 5 years.

6835 Spyrius Zap 5 an ultra fast scout ship. From 5 years.

6939 Spyrius Sovek with Major Kartofski with its vast sensor array and powerful space drives is able to steal the latest satellites and rockets. From 7 years.

6889 Spyrius Cybernetic Sobot.* a powerful all terrain vehicle able to withstand almost anything. From 7 years.

1954 Spyrius Surveillance Scooter

6949 Spyrius Mighty Mogul is virtually indestructible and can travel anywhere with its special 10-wheel drive system. From 8 years.

6959 Spyrius Station Xenolith 6 controls a network of spies and plots more raids on the Ice Planet. From 8 years.

6991 Monorail Shuttle Launcher an advanced transport network linked directly to the overland shuttle craft. From 8 years.
GET YOUR NAME DOWN and join the HOTTEST Club around!

A cool £1.99 HOT PRICE gets you your membership card - 5 mean colour mags will wing their way to you over the year - sizzling with HOT NEWS, HOT TIPS, HOT COMPETITIONS AND LOADS MORE!

So get your name down NOW!

NEW LEGO CLUB

IT’S SO HOT

IT’S COOL!

*With proof of purchase

Membership Form

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

Post Code ____________________________

I am a boy [ ] girl [ ] please tick

I was born on (day) ________ (month) ________ (year) ________

Parent’s/Guardian’s Signature ____________________________

Credit card No. ____________________________

Expiry date ____________________________

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

(if different from above)

Please mark your envelope: The LEGO Club, Ruthin Road, Wrexham, Clwyd, LL13 7TQ

©LEGO, DUPLO and the LEGO SYSTEM logotype are exclusive trademarks. ©1996 LEGO Group.
MODEL TEAM
From 9 years

5591
Mach II Red Bird with its massive diesel truck transporter.
Two separate and highly detailed models. From 10 years.

5541
Hot Rod.
A detailed HOT ROD with realistic working functions. Includes building instructions for a dragster. From 9 years.

5571
‘Black Cat’
Realistic truck interior including sleeping area.
From 10 years.

New products available from September.
DARE YOU ENTER

the LEGO TECHNIC CLUB

A wild Zone price of £3.99 gets you your LEGO TECHNIC Club membership card and a smart T-shirt! Plus 5 mean colour mags will be sent to you over the year... packed with

WILD NEWS!
WILD TIPS!
WILD COMPETITIONS!
Plus stacks more!

GET WILD NOW
LEGO® TECHNIC sets are full of many working functions. Even the smallest sets are designed to encompass lifelike technical features, enabling you to understand how things work, whether it be mechanical or electronic.

Starter sets are designed to be a little less complicated than the advanced sets but still provide a challenging introduction into the world of TECHNIC. As it's so versatile, you can build more than one model from each set. In the new Multi Module Set, you can build up to 9 individual models! WOW!!

LEGO® Technic

New products available from February.

8720 LEGO TECHNIC 9V Motor Set with motor, battery box and building elements. Can be built into many LEGO TECHNIC models. From 7 years.

8812 LEGO TECHNIC Eagle Patrol. Single seater helicopter which can be motorised with set 8720. Main rotor and tail rotor can be turned simultaneously. From 8 years.
NEW

8223 LEGO TECHNIC Powerboat Columbia
Propeller driven via gear ratio. Also builds a light helicopter. Can be motorised with set no. 8720. From 8 years.

NEW

8280 LEGO TECHNIC Fire Response Unit
The crane arm can be raised and lowered and the fire hose extends from the drum. The model can be steered and includes two figures. Can be motorised with set 8720. From 9 years.

NEW

8286 LEGO TECHNIC Amphipower
Two-seat amphibium with trailer and helicopter. Amphibium has rack-and-pinion steering, great suspension, winch and crane. The helicopter has a ducted fan rear motor and a camera installed. The car can be motorised with set no. 8720. The set also builds a Submarine transport. From 9 years.

NEW

8210 LEGO TECHNIC Miami Police Patrol
with rack-and-pinion steering. The set also builds a rescue vehicle. Can be motorised with set no. 8720. From 8 years.
STARTER SETS
From 7 years

NEW MULTI SET

Poster inserted

8244
LEGO TECHNIC Transformer Set
Instructions for 9 models built up from 3 basic modules which can be snapped together. The models include a helicopter, breakdown truck, a trike, sports car and snow scooter. The modules can be interchanged easily. From 8 years.

8829
LEGO TECHNIC Sand Stormer.
Features suspension, steering, spongy tyres and an engine with two working pistons. Can be motorised with set 8720. From 9 years.

8808
LEGO TECHNIC Formula One Racer
With steering. Can be motorised with set 8720. From 7 years.

8714
LEGO TECHNIC Team.
From 7 years.
8225 LEGO TECHNIC Super Kart with steering and a single-cylinder piston engine. Also includes building instructions for a helicopter. Can be motorised with set 8720. From 7 years.

8235 LEGO TECHNIC FL8 Front Loader with a bucket which can be raised, lowered and tipped. Also builds a Desert Racer. Can be motorised with set 8720. From 8 years.

8207 LEGO TECHNIC Hawaiian Beach Racer with spring suspension. Can be motorised with set no. 8720. From 7 years.

8184 LEGO TECHNIC Arizona ATV. Features steering, raised suspension and spongy all terrain tyres. Can be motorised with set 8720. From 8 years.

8210 LEGO TECHNIC GTX 500 with steering and rear wheel suspension. Also builds an off-road Trike. Can be motorised with set 8720. From 7 years.

**Universal sets**

8062 LEGO TECHNIC Briefcase Set with instructions to build a motorbike transporter, a twin rotor helicopter, a six wheel loader with four wheel drive and three exciting smaller models. New briefcase for storage. From 9 years.

8023 LEGO TECHNIC Multi Functional Starter Set with new, spongy all terrain tyres. From 8 years.

8022 LEGO TECHNIC Multi Model Starter Set with building instructions for an aeroplane, racing car, tow truck and a monster. From 7 years.

New products available from February.
ADVANCED SETS
From 9 years

These sets offer the greatest challenge. The latest addition to the range is the Space Shuttle with its Fibre Optic System. It can make the model glow in the dark but that's not all, as it also makes technical details more understandable - the fuel supply for instance. Other major features of this set include a motor which activates the opening of hatches and the lifting and turning of the Canadian Arm. The detail is complete with a micro motor which unfolds the satellite wings.

As you become more advanced in your building and understanding, the advanced LEGO® TECHNIC range is designed to meet you head on and give you something challenging and rewarding to build.

FIBER OPTIC

8880 LEGO TECHNIC Daytona VX4 Super Car.
Features a four speed gear box, V8 engine with working pistons, four wheel drive, suspension, adjustable wing mirrors and movable headlights. From 11 years.

8412 LEGO TECHNIC Sky Wasp. The main rotor can be tilted via the flex system on the control stick. Both the main and tail rotor can be motorised with set 8720. Includes building instructions for an aeroplane. From 10 years.

8558 LEGO TECHNIC Dakota Wrecker.
Features an engine with moving pistons, suspension at both the front and the rear, all terrain tyres, steering and a hoist at the back. Can be motorised with set 8720. From 10 years.

8408 LEGO TECHNIC V2 Sport Star
with differential gear, air filled tyres, V2 engine and front wheel steering. Also builds a hefty roadster, which can be motorised with set no. 8720. From 9 years.

8422 LEGO TECHNIC V-Twin Super Bike
with suspension on both wheels and a chain driven, two cylinder engine. Includes building instructions for a Dragster. Can be motorised with set 8720. From 9 years.

LEGO Technic

New products available from August.
**NEW**

8425 LEGO TECHNIC Sky Stormer

- with adjustable flaps and landing gear and simultaneously turning rotors.
- Can be motorised with set no. 8720.
- Also builds a racing boat. From 9 years.

8460 LEGO TECHNIC Mobile Crane.

- This three axled vehicle includes four wheel steering, supporting legs and a pneumatic crane arm that can be turned, raised, lowered.
- From 11 years.

8443 LEGO TECHNIC Pneumatic Logger

- You operate the crane and grab by means of pneumatics, and you steer the 6 wheels by the flashing light on the roof.
- Can be motorised with set no. 8720. From 10 years.
8456 LEGO TECHNIC Multi Racer Set (with Fibre Optics)
From this set you can build a Pontoon Helicopter, a Dragster and a Swamp Boat with V4 motor. Alternatively a Giant Mosquito and a robot. You can make all the models glow in the dark by turning on the incredible 'FOS Light' pipes, and you can motorise them by adding set no. 8720. From 10 years.

8485 LEGO TECHNIC Control II
containing programmable control unit with memory, transformer and three motors. Includes the pieces and building instructions for a helicopter, dinosaur and hovercraft, plus a detailed operations manual. From 11 years.
NEW PRODUCTS AVAILABLE FROM AUGUST.

LEGO TECHNIC
"FOS Light" Space Shuttle
This magnificent model has two motors. The LEGO TECHNIC motor controls four functions: Open the hatches (1), lifting the Canadian Arm (2), turning it (3), and the FOS Light (4). The micro motor unfolds the satellite's wings (A). If that's not enough, you can build a gigantic submarine instead and use the motors for other incredible functions. From 11 years.

Electric 9V System
In a wooded hillside near Windsor the Fun Squad arrive. Their mission: to measure the fun in Legoland Windsor.

Legoland Windsor

Stand aside! We're here to measure the fun!

In the Imagination Centre an earthquake rips through the city as the kids test their latest Lego® creation...

8.7 on the Richter scale!

In the driving school the Fun Squad get down to work.

Way off the end on the funometer scale!

Oh no! He's just passed the driving test!
How much fun can you handle?

Try racing through the trees in the Rat Trap, before plunging down the Death Drop. Pit yourself against the Bum Shaker. Pilot a boat without hitting a buoy. Cross a Circus highwire - on a bike. Join the Explorer's Club and discover the North Pole. Or fire a watercannon at the Pirates before they blow you up for finding their gold.

Tempted? Then tell your parents they can find out more on 0990 62 63 75 (calls charged at local rate) or they can book on 0990 62 63 64 to make sure you get in on the day you want, with fast track admission and special price savings.

It's the ultimate LEGO experience.

LEGOLAND Windsor is open daily from 29th March, to the end of September, plus weekends and half term in October, 10am to 6pm (8pm through July & August).

And it's just two miles from Windsor via Junction 6 off the M4, or by rail from Waterloo and Paddington.
Travel in time with LEGO® TIME CRUISER and you'll never look back!

HOW TO ENTER

Our picture clearly shows that our designers have really gone crazy! They have gone Time Cruising mad and come up with a model that is VERY unique. The Time Cruiser is constructed from many different LEGO parts. These parts come from different sets that you can buy at your local toy store and which appear in this brochure.

You need to study the picture carefully and then look through the brochure to identify which products the various elements come from. For example, the part number 7 is our incredible new Fibre Optic System. This element appears in set number: 8480. Once you think you have cracked the puzzle then write down the set numbers which match the numbered elements very clearly on a postcard.

When you are happy with your answers, write your name and address and age on the postcard along with the set you would choose should you be a winner. Please also write the date that you entered the competition - this is very important. Every month we will choose 5 winners who will each win a LEGO set of their choice up to a retail value of £35. Don't forget to write your choice of set on your entry.

Then send the postcard off to:

TIME CRUISER TEASER COMPETITION
LEGO UK LTD, RUTHIN ROAD
WREXHAM, CLWYD
LL13 7TQ, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Use our Service hotlines

Service hotlines
Having problems? Well don't despair LEGO Team is always there. So pick up the phone and give us a ring:

01978 296247 for general building queries
01978 296230 for the LEGO Club
01978 296251 for the LEGO TECHNIC Club
01978 296333 for Service Brochure orders
01978 290900 for other general enquiries
0990 626375 for LEGOLAND Windsor queries
0990 626364 for LEGOLAND Windsor advance bookings

We'll try to answer everything

Rules

1. The instructions given under "HOW TO ENTER" form part of these rules.
2. The LEGO Time Cruiser Teaser Competition is free to enter for all LEGO enthusiasts who will be aged between 5 and 16 on the 31 of December 1996 and who are residents of Great Britain and the Republic of Ireland, except the employees of LEGO UK Ltd or anyone directly connected with the competition.
3. No cash alternative for any of the prizes will be given.
4. LEGO UK Ltd has the final decision and no correspondence will be entered into.
5. The prizes will be awarded to the first 5 correct entries to be drawn at the end of each month. ONLY ONE ENTRY IS ALLOWED PER CHILD. There will be 5 prizes with a retail value of £35 to be won each month. The winners can choose their own prize, but this must be written on the competition entry, just in case you are a winner.
6. The 5 monthly winners will be notified by LEGO UK Ltd within 4 weeks of each of the end of month closing dates.
7. By entering this competition entrants accept and agree to be bound by these rules.